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Installation Tool List

Installation of a secondary cable latch will require the following tools:

- Rivet gun for 1/4" rivets
- Power drill
- 17/64" drill bit
- Tape measure
**Secondary Cable Latch Installation**

**TrailerTail® 4x4 – Cross-over Cable Latch**

1. Mark and drill two 17/64" holes for the Footman Loops on both the roadside and curbside lateral panels.

2. Place the closed-loop end of the cable around the Footman Loop. Insert the rivets from the outside of the panel. Rivet the Footman Loop on the inside face (towards the trailer door) of the curbside lateral panel.

3. Insert the rivets from the inside of the panel and rivet another Footman Loop to the outside face of the roadside lateral panel.

4. Secure the panels closed by clipping the snap hook on to the Footman Loop of the roadside lateral panel.
TrailerTail® Trident – Dual Cable Latch

1. Select the install location of the secondary cable latch.

   **Intermodal Trailers – Location A**
   A cable latch is required in the higher install location, A, for trailers traveling intermodal (via rail) to secure the TrailerTail® closed as tight as possible.

   **LCV with AutoDeploy™ Trailers – Location B**
   A cable latch is required for trailers traveling in a Long-Combination Vehicle configuration (LCV) when equipped with AutoDeploy™ to prevent the TrailerTail® on the front trailer from automatically deploying at speed. The lower install location, B, is preferred to allow the driver to quickly secure or release the cable latch.

   **General Use Trailers – Location B**
   A cable latch is discouraged from general use but may be installed upon request. The lower install location is preferred to allow the driver to quickly secure or release the cable latch.

2. Mark and drill two 17/64” holes for the Footman Loops on both the roadside and curbside lateral panels. Close both lateral panels and mark the location of the two Footman Loop holes on the door using the measurements in the image below. Use a 1/4” drill bit to drill these holes.

   *Caution: For refrigerated trailers, be sure to only drill through the outer trailer skin for the holes on the door. Do not puncture the insulating wall.*
AutoDeploy Installation

TrailerTail® Trident – Dual Cable Latch

3. The hardware required to fasten the Footman Loop to the door will depend on the trailer type. Additionally, there are two methods for installing the cable latch.

*For Dry Van Trailers:*

**Method A – Cable on Lateral Panel**
- Attach the end of the cable with the solid loop around one Footman Loop.
- Rivet this Footman Loop to the pre-drilled holes on the inside of the lateral panel using two aluminum, Ornit rivets. Insert the rivets from the *outside* of the panel.
- Attach a second Footman Loop to the door with 1/4” carriage bolts and lock nuts.

**Method B – Cable on Door**
- Rivet a Footman Loop to the pre-drilled holes on the outside of the lateral panel using two aluminum, Ornit rivets. Insert the rivets from the *inside* of the panel.
- Attach the end of the cable with the solid loop around another Footman Loop.
- Attach this second Footman Loop to the door with 1/4” carriage bolts and lock nuts.
TrailerTail® Trident – Dual Cable Latch

**For Refrigerated Trailers:**

**Method A – Cable on Lateral Panel**
- Attach the end of the cable with the solid loop around one Footman Loop.
- Rivet this Footman Loop to the pre-drilled holes on the inside of the lateral panel using two aluminum, Ornit rivets. Insert the rivets from the **outside** of the panel.
- Attach a second Footman Loop to the door with Bulb-Tite rivets.

**Method B – Cable on Door**
- Rivet a Footman Loop to the pre-drilled holes on the outside of the lateral panel using two aluminum, Ornit rivets. Insert the rivets from the **inside** of the panel.
- Attach the end of the cable with the solid loop around another Footman Loop.
- Attach this second Footman Loop to the door with Bulb-Tite rivets.
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*For Refrigerated Trailers:*